TRIBUTE DINNER PLANNED TO HONOR DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS DR. RUTH ONO, OCTOBER 9, 2003.

On Thursday evening, October 9, 2003, Dr. Ruth Ono will be honored for her outstanding achievements and her contributions to not only McKinley High School, but the entire state of Hawaii. The dinner will be held at the Hilton Hawaiian Village, Coral Ballroom beginning at 5:30 pm. Please mark your calendar now.

The tribute dinner is the major fundraising event for the foundation. Proceeds from the event go towards college scholarships and student/teacher enhancement projects throughout the year. Since the establishment of the Foundation in 1989, over $300,000 has been awarded to deserving and needy students.

Please save the date and join us at this very special event to honor Dr. Ruth Ono, while at the same time support our scholarship goals. Graduates of McKinley are encouraged to organize class tables and enjoy an evening of reunion and fellowship.

Additional information will follow in the near future.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Welcome to the newest members of the board and a mahalo to the "old-timers" we are sincerely appreciative to each and every member of the board.

Shirley Akiyoshi '63
Suzanne Chun Oakland '79
Lee Donohue '60
Randol Fujikawa Jr. '73
Darryl Fukuchi '76
Jean Hagi '57
Milton Hirata '71
Steve Hirano '64
Susan Ichimasa '63
Eugene Imai '63
Robert Imai '39
Susan Isa '62
Dan Ishii '69
Allen Kajihara '51
Eugene Kaneshiro '63
Duane Kawamoto '76
Keith Kurahashi '69
Brian Maehiro '75
Dorothy Matsuo '46
Gary Mijo '60
Lester Nakaichi '54
Ben Nakaoka '74
Bruce Nakaoka '75
Jackson Nakasone '63
Charles Nishioka '39
Alan Okimoto '74
Philip Russell '63
Stan Seki '57
Susan Sumida '63
Dexter Suzuki '69
Neal Takamori '64
Carl Takamura '62
Larry Takumi '66
Allan Yasue '60
Elijah Yip '92
Milton Shishido (MHS Principal)

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

Aloha,

Since our last newsletter the Foundation has been busy planning for the future. We have recently set the date for our next Tribute Dinner. It will be held on October 9, 2003 at the Hilton Hawaiian Village, Coral Ballroom. We are truly honored and humbled to be honoring Dr. Ruth Ono. Dr. Ono's contribution to McKinley High School and the entire state of Hawaii are commendable. We are so very pleased to honor her and her lifetime accomplishments. Please mark your calendar to save this special date.

If you recall, in our last newsletter, we honored some of our board members. I am pleased to report that we have recently filled several vacancies on the board; the entire board roster is listed in this newsletter. As president of the board, I am sincerely grateful to each and every one of the members for their participation. Mahalo!

Also, we are featuring our Scholarship Recipients, a record of 30 scholarships were awarded, amounting to over $55,000. Their profiles are included in this addition; we are truly proud and pleased to honor them.

As always we welcome your comments and input, you may use the remittance envelope that is attached to this newsletter. You may also call the Foundation at 536-3832.

Thank you for your continued support.
2002 Scholarship Recipients

We present the 2002 McKinley High School Foundation Scholarship Recipients. This year the Foundation awarded 30 scholarships to the following outstanding students.

**Terrence Ta** – This year’s recipient of the R.J. Pfeiffer 4-year Scholarship is Terrence Ta. Terrence is currently at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) studying biomedical engineering. An outstanding student at McKinley, Terrence first got interested in biomedical engineering in the eighth grade when he did a project on box jellyfish. While at McKinley Terrence was a member of the Honor Band serving as Clarinet Section Leader during his senior year.

**Felix Lui** – The recipient of a Foundation 4-year scholarship, Felix Lui is enrolled at Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri. Felix is studying Biochemistry. While at McKinley Felix was involved in many organizations, including Student Government – his Senior Year he served as President of the Student Body. He was active on the Speech & Debate Team, a member of the National Honor Society and was a State Qualifier & National Finalist at Science Fairs. Last year Felix represented Hawaii at the National Junior Science and Humanities Symposium.

**Eva Lee** – Eva is the recipient of a Foundation 4-year scholarship. A student at the University of Southern California Eva is pursuing an education in Computer Science/engineer. At McKinley Eva was a member of the Student Government, serving as secretary & treasurer, National Honors Society, Math Club and others. She also participated in the U.S. Corps of Engineering – this gave her the “spark” that would lead her to USC to become an engineer.

**Yvonne Mai** – Yvonne is the recipient of a Foundation 4-year scholarship. Presently studying Pharmacy at the University of Houston in Texas. While at McKinley Yvonne was an outstanding student with a grade point average of 4.167. She was an involved student – being a member of the Student Government, the National Honor Society as well as the French, Spanish, Vietnamese and Chinese clubs. She also volunteered at Kuakini Hospital and the Children’s Day Care Center.

**Ryland Watanabe** – Ryland was awarded the Jack Tsui one-time Scholarship. Ryland's desire to succeed to achieve his goals stems from his early childhood days of overcoming asthma. He knew that in order to be one of the best in his chosen sport of Soccer, he would have to learn to play better and smarter than his opponents because of his handicap. He accomplished that feat and we know that he will continue to succeed at the University of Hawaii at Manoa where he is studying to be an Electrical Engineer.

**Yi-Yu Liu** – The recipient of a Hung Wo and Elizabeth Lau Ching Foundation One-Time Award Scholarship. Having immigrated to this country when she was ten years old, Yi-Yu has overcome many obstacles including a language barrier. While a student at McKinley she was a member of the National Honor Society, the Math Club, the French Club and was named an All-Star for the 2nd Team in tennis for two years. Yi-Yu is currently a student at Creighton University where she is pursuing a career in health-related studies.

**Fei Siu** – Fei is also the recipient of a Hung Wo and Elizabeth Lau Ching Foundation One-Time Award Scholarship. Presently Fei is a student at Cornell University. At this time Fei has not yet decided what field of study she will pursue. When a student at McKinley Fei was a member of the National Honor Society, Math Club, Mandarin Club and the Tennis Team. Fei was an outstanding student maintaining a grade point average of over 4.00.

**Su Que Leong** – Su Que is the recipient of a One-Time Award Daniel K. Inouye Scholarship. Su Que was an outstanding student while at McKinley; she maintained a grade point average above 4.00. She has chosen Pre-Medicine and Biochemistry as her field of study. When enrolled at McKinley she was a member of the Speech & Debate Team, Student Council, and National Honor Society, Placed 3rd place in the State Science Fair during her sophomore year and was also a member of the Orchestra and Class Council Committees.
Chun Kit Chan – Chun Kit received a One-Time award of a McKinley High School Foundation Scholarship. He is currently enrolled at the University of San Francisco where he is a Business/Accounting major. Even though English was a second language for Chun Kit, he managed to receive high grades during his junior and senior years at McKinley.

Annie Mar – Annie is the recipient of a McKinley High School Foundation One-Time Award Scholarship. Annie is attending the University of Hawaii at Manoa, where she is studying Secondary Education. While at McKinley, Annie excelled academically, where she maintained a grade point average ranging from 3.9 to 4.0. She was also a member of the Japanese Club and played Tennis.

Thuy Tien Nguyen – Thuy Tien is the recipient of a McKinley High School Foundation One-Time Award Scholarship. Presently, Thuy Tien is a student at Mount Saint Mary's College in Los Angeles, California. She is taking courses in Business Management. While at McKinley Thuy Tien was a member of the French Club, Vietnamese Club, Student Body Government and the Senior Commencement Committee. She also volunteered at Kuakini Hospital.

Yuan Chen – Yuan was also the recipient of a McKinley High School Foundation One-Time Award Scholarship. Yuan is a student at the Illinois Institute of Technology, where he is pursuing a career in Electrical Engineering. During his years at McKinley, Yuan was a member of the Math Team, Tennis Team, FIRST Robotics Team, as well as the Physics and Computer Clubs. Yuan has a desire to succeed in all that he does; this is evident by his good grades while attending McKinley.

Ka (Karen) Yung Chan – Karen, a recipient of a McKinley High School Foundation One-Time Award Scholarship, is pursuing a career in Architecture/Engineering at the University of Hawaii at Manoa. While at McKinley Karen scored a perfect score in a Math Team competition, she also was the school high scorer. She was a member of the Physics, Science, Drama and Astronomy clubs. Her desire to attain her goal of becoming an architect is proven by her above average grade point average.

Qi Wen Liang – Qi Wen is the recipient of a McKinley High School Foundation One-Time Award Scholarship. She is currently enrolled at the University of San Francisco where she is studying Accounting. At McKinley Qi Wen was a member of the National Honor Society, the Speech and Debate Team as well as the Drug-Free Club and Leo Club.

Jennifer Munemitsu – Jennifer was awarded a McKinley High School Foundation One-Time Award Scholarship. She is currently a student at the University of Hawaii at Manoa. At this time Jennifer has not made a decision on what field of study she will pursue. While at McKinley she was a member of the Japanese and Math Clubs as well the Math and Tennis Teams. She also was a member of the Band and the Leo Club.

Zhi Quan (Dennis) Ke – Dennis is a recipient of a Hung Wo and Elizabeth Lau Ching Foundation One-Time Award Scholarship. Dennis is presently a student at the University of Hawaii at Manoa. At McKinley he excelled in Math, was a member of the Math Team and the Math Club. He also took part in a tutoring program, volunteering two to four hours each week. Dennis is studying to be an electrical engineer.

Franklin Portillo – Franklin is the recipient of a Hung Wo and Elizabeth Lau Ching Foundation One-Time Award Scholarship. As a student at McKinley Franklin excelled at Cross-Country and Track, he also was a member of the Investment Team, Law Enforcement Explores Club and the Physical Fitness Team. Franklin is a student at Indiana University at Bloomington where his major is Business/Finance.
Rachel Takara – Rachel is also a recipient of a Hung Wo and Elizabeth Lau Ching Foundation One-Time Award Scholarship. She is attending Oregon State University where she is majoring in Nutrition/Dietetics. While at McKinley Rachel was extremely active, she was a member of the Japanese Club, Japan Bowl, National Honor Society, Academy of Finance, Commencement Committee, Senior Prom Committee, Interact Club, YMCA Dance Central, Science Club, Senior Luau Committee & Pacific High School Science Symposium.

Allen Wong – Allen is a recipient of a Hung Wo and Elizabeth Lau Ching Foundation One-Time Award Scholarship. Allen is presently attending the University of Hawaii at Manoa. Allen is going to pursue a career in Medicine. While at McKinley Allen was active in sports including, swimming, cross-country, judo, Martial Arts Club, Interact Club, Physics Club and Law Enforcement Explorers Club.

Irene Tsai – Irene is a recipient of a Hung Wo and Elizabeth Lau Ching Foundation One-Time Award Scholarship. At McKinley Irene was a member of the Japanese Club, Mandarin Club, Physics Club, Leo Club, National Honor Society and the Senior Year Commencement Committee. She is now attending the University of Hawaii at Manoa where she is majoring in Engineering.

Lu Lu – Lu is a recipient of a Daniel K. Inouye One-Time Award Scholarship. Lu attends the University of Hawaii at Manoa where she is majoring in Business. When she was a student at McKinley she was a member of the Math Team, Chinese Club, Science Club, Physics Club, Math Club and the Leo Club. She also volunteered in the elementary schools.

James Park – James is also a recipient of a Daniel K. Inouye One-Time Scholarship. At McKinley, James was a member of the Math Team, Math Club, Korean Club and he was chairperson of the Mini Math Meet. James attends the University of Hawaii at Manoa where he is pursuing a career in electrical engineering.

Trina Le – Trina is a recipient of a McKinley High School Foundation Two-Year Award Scholarship. While attending McKinley, Trina was vice-president of the Vietnamese Club and Community Service Chair of the Leo Club as well as a member of the Chinese Club. She is presently attending Kapiolani Community College where her major is business administration.

Emily Chen – Emily is the recipient of a McKinley High School Foundation Two-Year Award Scholarship. She is presently attending Kapiolani Community College where she is studying film production. At McKinley Emily was president of the Computer Club, as well as a member of the Leo Club, Mandarin Club, Chinese Club and she also played tennis.

Jerry Borje – Jerry is a recipient of a McKinley High School One-Time Award Scholarship. While at McKinley Jerry was a member of the Law Enforcement Explorers Club and he worked in the McKinley Business Office after school. Presently Jerry is attending Honolulu Community College where he is majoring in business.

Helen Trinh – Helen is a recipient of a McKinley High School One-Time Award Scholarship. At McKinley Helen was a member of the Physics Club, French Club, Math Club, Commencement Committee, Academy of Finance as well as a member of the Tennis and Soft Tennis Teams. Helen is presently enrolled at Bellevue Community College where her field of study is accounting.
Jonathan Honda – Jonathan received a McKinley High School Foundation One-Time Award Scholarship. Prior to attending McKinley Jonathan was enrolled at St. Louis where he played baseball, and at McKinley Jonathan was back up Worship Leader and Worship Leader. Jonathan spent many hours of volunteering with youth groups and bible study groups. Jonathan is enrolled at Calvary Bible School where is pursuing a Ministry/Theology degree.

Jung Hoon Kwon – Jung Hoon was the recipient of a McKinley High School Foundation One-Time Award Scholarship. While at McKinley Jung Hoon played soccer, was a member of the Speech & Debate Team and had major roles in the McKinley Theatre Group Productions. Jung Hoon attends Vista College where he is majoring in business administration & corporate law.

Terry Li – Terry received a McKinley High School Foundation One-Time Award Scholarship. While at McKinley Terry was a member of the Marine Science Club. She also volunteered at Kuakini Health Center. Terry is attending Kapiolani Community College where she is studying psychology and business.

Chang Ying Yang – Chang Ying received a McKinley High School Foundation One-Time Award Scholarship. When she was a student at McKinley, Chang Ying was a member of the Chinese Club and also participated at the YWCA. Chang Ying is a student at Honolulu Community College where her field of study is business.
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Class of '25
Glady's K. (Ainoa) Brandt
In memory of Daniel K. Ainoa
Class of 1923

Class of '30
Walter T. Matsumoto
In memory of
Timmy Teichito Hirate

Class of '31
Wallace S. Amioka

Class of '32
Henry K. H. Lee
Nellie Chock-Goo Lee
Children of William Miyamoto in his memory

Class of '34
Charles K. Nishoka

Class of '35
Howard T. Chang
Richard K.T. Ching
Tin Yau Goo
Harold Ho
Kanemi Kanazawa
Edna Kihara Kobatake
Elsie (Lin Oi Chee) Kong
In memory of Clifford Kon
Fook Kong class of '31
Albert Oki
Winona (Wong) Stevens

Class of '36
Ellen (Misau Honda) Amioka
Alice (Lum) Lee
In memory of Hon Kau Lee
Leighton Louis
In memory of Junichi Buto
Wah Kau Kong
Marjorie Ann (Hoo) Miller
Agnes (Takahara) Nakaso
Thelma (Kuwamoto) Shintani
Eugene Wong

Class of '37
Frances (Young) Chee
Kunio Fujimoto
Annie (Ching) Kau
Daniel B.T. Lau
In honor of class of '37
Alice (Tom) Lum
Thelma (Tukuda) Poland
Chiyoko Suyeoka in memory of
Hidetoshi Suyeoka class of '41
Mary (Young) Won

Class of '38
Children of Betsy (Konishi)
Miyamoto in her memory
Yoshiyuki Otsoshi
In memory of Mr. Dai Ho Chun,
Core Studies Teacher in '37

Class of '39
Alileen Char in memory of
Kenneth F.C. Char class of '39
John R. Gonsalves, Jr.
Thomas S. Harimoto
John S. Imose
Nora (Sakamoto) Imose
Richard Kanno
Masuo Moriwaki
Jane (Kubokawa) Oki
Ichiro Suzuki
Walter Wakinekona

Class of '40
Emmie (Hironaka) Shigetzawa
Richard T. Okinaka

Class of '41
Yoshimi Hayashi
Harry H. Kuwaye

Class of '42
McKinley High School Class of '42 in honor of the class of '42, 60th reunion
Mew (Seong Chee) Goo
Kazue (Watanabe) Granich
Ellen (Young) Higa, in honor of
class of '42, 60th reunion
Ace Higuchi
Walter & Clara (Miyazono) Hiraie
in honor of 60th class reunion
committee

Yokichi Hokama
Hilda (Mito) Klenske
Richard Lum
Robert Morisato
Koichi Murakami
Kao & Lillian (Kurakake) Oka in memory of Teruo Oka class of '39 & Dorothy (Kurakake) Oka class of '42
Minoru Ota
Betty (Inouye) Otoshi in memory of
Mr. Dai Ho Chun, Core
Studies teacher in 137

Class of '43
Carol (Furukake) Berak
Norman Hashisaka
Edna (Imahiro) Higuchi
Betty (Sato) Iwai in memory of
Herbert Sato
Sachiko (Nakagami) Kita in memory of
Helen Hisea Kihara
Kubota class of '43
Edith (Nishimoto) Kobori in memory of
husband
Tatsuo Kobori
Bernice (Wong) Lee
Catherine (Yogi) Morishige
Thomas T. Nakao in memory of
Walter T. Nakano class of '41
June (Harimoto) Takasaki
Puck Lin (Yee) Wat
Alice (Hirayama) Yee
Yukio Yoshikawa

Class of '44
Taeko Fujita
Fumio Nagai
In memory Charles M.
Nagai class of '46
Mae (Toyama) Sakamoto
Seitei Yogi in memory of Edith
(Tsukayama) Yogi who passed
away 1/6/02

Class of '45
Walter & Betty (Tagawa)
Harimoto
Wilbur Ideta
Ko Mana
Jean (Kawamoto) Noguchi
Harry Nojima
Margaret (Ajiime) Quon
In memory of John Chas Thomas
Bert Shigemura
Yoshie (Tamura) Sugawara
Wilbert Toda
Shuk Fon Yuen

Class of '46
Tsuneko (Kasahara) Apaka
In memory of Margaret
(Fujikota) Kam
Gilbert Azama
Betty (Tosaki) Burns
In memory of Margaret
(Fujikota) Kam
Eleanor (Nozoe) Hayashi
Tadashi Hirooka
Helen (Shimizu) Imai
In memory of Daniel Egli
class of '46
Barbara (Mitsuye Murakami)
Inouye in memory of Betsy
(Futae Murakami) Garretson
class of '42
Fred Kamemoto
Betty (Sako) Kikuyama
Richard Kikuyama
Richard Kim
Florence (Ishibashi) Kimura
Ruth (Kimura) Koide
Grace K. Misaki
Eleanor (Higo) Morisato
Florence Murata
In memory of Margaret
(Fujikota) Kam
Ellen T. Nagao
Richard Nakamura
Iris (Kaneshiro) Shimabukuro
Wallace Takamiyashiro
Ramona (Akioka) Teves
In memory of Margaret
(Fujikota) Kam
Irene (Tanno) Tsukayama
Miwako (Hokada) Yorita
to celebrate the life of Margaret
Fujikota Kam

Class of '47
Nora (Sugimoto) Ideta
Henry Kodama in memory of
Gordon Oka
Eugene S. Machida in memory of
Fumiaki "Dumbo" Kishii class
of '47
Ellen Jane Hideko
(Nishimura) Murakami
Grace (Toyama) Nakayama
Helene (Okimoto) Nojima
James M. Tanonaka in memory
of George H. Tanonaka class
of '47
Alice (Nagato) Watanabe

Class of '48
Helen Aragaki
Francis Fujitani
Jean (Yamamoto) Izu
Jimmy T. Izu
Juliette (Chun) Lum
Alice (Naito) Sakai in memory of
May Kimura Suzuki
Jean (Sawa) Sakata
Elise (Jinbo) Suyanaga in memory
of Mildred Kong class of '48
Ellen Watanabe in memory of
Nancy (Nagayama) & Carl
Sumida class of '51 and in memory
of Frank S. Watanabe class
of '48
Alice (Morihara) Yamashita
Robert Yonesaki

Class of '49
Dorothy (Nagasawa) Akimoto
George Kikigi
Bertrand Leong
Gerald Liu
Ro Ma in memory of Frank
Hubokyo & Rioichi Furutani
Susan (Nada) Nagai
James M. Nekota
Norma (Nikaido) Nekota
Walter Nozoe
James Ono
Natsue (Onsha) Oshiro
Marion Oka in memory of
Reginald Oka class of '49

Class of '50
Alex P.S. Furubayashi
Paul Igawa
Herbert Nagata
Kenneth T. Okazaki
Stanley K. Tanaka in memory of
George Shigano class of '50

Class of '51
Helen (Lee) Chai
Jerry Chong in memory of Mrs.
Virginia Ransburg
Leatrice (Arakawa) Fujimoto in
memory of brother Robert M.
Arakawa class of '44
Connie (Fuji) Hamaaki in
memory of Reverend
Ronald Takemori
Rose K.Y. (Yuen) Liu
June (Tsuda) Kikigi
Sadako & Tadashi Kaneko

Mildred (Kanetoka) Kubo in memory
of husband Sadami Kubo
Richard T. Nakamura
Francis H. Nakata
Yoshimitsu Takai
Tsuneyoshi Yamamura

Class of '52
Charles S. Kikigi
Doris (Maehara) Kikigi

Class of '53
George Kitayama in memory of
Dennis Hironaga class of '53
Shirley (Takahashi) Kiyuna
Al Morinaka
Lillian (Kato) Morinaka

Class of '54
Frances (Robello) Akana
Donald Y. Asato in memory of
Edward Kagiyma class of '54
Joyce (Fukushima) Fuji in
memory of mother Violet
Fukushima
Dorothy (Hasegawa) Igawa
Frank & Shirley Itai in memory of
Noritake Matsumoto & Walter
Kawana class of '54
Bert Maekawa
Maurice Oshima
Richard Shirai
Albert Wataoka
Eric Yokote
Leslie K. S. Young

Class of '55
David Fukuda
Lawrence Himeda
Edwin Kamioka
Betsy (Fujii) Sekiya
Alice (Sakashita) Shishido

Class of '56
Tooru Hara
Raymond Kajiyma in memory of
Henry Morikuni
Lillian Lee
Laura (Taba) Takaki
Edwin Uwaine
Helene (Fujiiwara) in memory
Raymond Yee class of '44

Class of '57
Victor Endo
Joyce (Fujii) Endo
Richard Itok
John Loo
Stanley & Karen Solomon
Reynold Tanimoto
Sally (Kamiya) Tsuda
Aleric C. Uyehara
Edwin Wada

Class of '58
Thomas T. Eguchi
Harry T. Hirata in memory of
Stanley Horie
Barbara Kanemoto
Pauline kanemoto
Jane (Sueoka) Miyamoto in
memory of Lillian Young

Dorothy (Masaki) Murakami in
memory of Lillian Young class of
'58
Kathryn K. Philip in honor of
Errol S. Phillip
Gary Sakagawa
Reginald T. Takai
Richard T. Yamada

Class of '59
Frances (Tsuchiyama) Himeda
Stanley Murakami

Class of '60
Steve Arashiro
Alvin Ebisuya
Sharon (Ogawa) Inamine in
memory of Yacko F. Ogawa
class of '30
Milton Kusunoki
Alfred Maneki
Elaine (Kida) Okimoto
Judy (Asato) Yamamoto
Ronald Y. Yamamoto

Class of '61
Leonard Beppu

Class of '62
Howard K.K. Luke
Richard Kaapuni
Douglas Kamiya
Dennis Pang in memory of
Donald Adriano & Michael
Nakama class of '62
Joyce (Kato) Sato
Melvin Shiratori
Carl Kamamura
Kenneth Takushi

Class of '63
Eleanor (Iwata) Fujikota
Marlyn (Wong) Kamimura
George Makiya
Amy (Muranaka) Matsuda
Steven Tokuda
Rockne T. Tokumine
Mario C. Yano

Class of '64
Jenny (Okabe) Arimoto
Steve Hirano
Lynda Wong Lam in honor of
parents Chaun Lai and Henry
Y.Y. Wong, class of '32 (we
apologize for our error in the
last newsletter)
Kathleen (Kotsubo) Lyons
Wendy (Ishida) Tokumine

Class of '65
Danny Cappo
David K.P. Hong
Willand Ikezawa
Wayne Kawakami
Ronald Moriguchi
Preston Otsuka in memory of
Glenn Otsuka class of '63
Bryan Sasaki
Stanley Yoshio Sugai
Charles Young
MAHALO TO THE CLASS OF 2002

For we Americans, the past several months have been all about reinstating our patriotic responsibilities. Sometimes the simplest thing is right before us and we just don't recognize it. As you look at our list of contributors, please note that many of the members of the class of 2002 have made contributions to the Foundation. The mere fact that they recognize the importance of "giving back" is truly heartwarming. These students have learned an important life long lesson. Pride in our school and community ultimately builds a stronger country. They will in all likelihood continue to "give back" because they have had such wonderful beginnings. Under the guidance of Barbara Kakuda, a McKinley alumni class of 1966, they have begun their life's journey in the right direction. We salute the class of 2002, they have set an example for all of us, let's take up the challenge and encourage each of our classes to "match" their numbers and help to make a difference.

1989 - THE BEGINNING

The McKinley High School Foundation was established in 1989 as a 501 (c)3 entity by visionary alumni-educators wanting to enhance educational opportunities for students at McKinley through contributions from alumni and friends. Its purpose is to financially support the school in its mission of providing a positive, nurturing learning environment that would maximize the potential of each individual student to become a more responsible, caring and contributing citizen of our society. Financial support is provided to promote and foster the development of the school; to grant scholarships, loans and other assistance to students and faculty; to buy school equipment and support learning activities; and to encourage scholarship and good citizenship among members of the school community.

Since its beginning, the Foundation has provided thousands of dollars to McKinley and its students thanks to the many contributions from friends like you. Scholarships to worthy graduating seniors are a big part of the Foundation's mission. Last school year 30 deserving students were awarded scholarships. You would be proud knowing your contributions are being well spent on outstanding McKinley students who achieve academically, in extra curricular activities, in sports, in community service, and in overcoming life's obstacles. Many of these students would not have been able to attend college unless they received financial help from the Foundation. In turn, the Foundation depends on contributions, including Will bequests, from generous and caring alumni, friends and students.

PLANNED GIVING

Would you like the satisfaction of knowing that you will help McKinley High School, its teachers and students, for years to come, as well as providing for your loved ones? You can do so by making a will bequest to the McKinley High School Foundation. Because the Foundation is recognized by the Internal Revenue Service as a charitable organization, a bequest would be tax deductible.

For more information, please complete the coupon below and mail it to the McKinley High School Foundation or you may call Philip Russell ('63), First Vice President of the McKinley High School Foundation, at (808) 524-5151 ext 124.

I would like information about making a will bequest to the McKinley High School Foundation.

Name (Please Print): ____________________________________________

Address: _____________________________________________________

Phone: ____________________________ (home) ______________________ (work)

Email: ____________________________ (cell) ________________________ (fax)

Mail to: McKinley High School Foundation
1039 South King Street • Honolulu, Hawaii 96814
MHSF First Executive Director Margaret (Fujioka) Kam Passes Away

We are saddened to report that alumnus Marge Kam class of '46 recently passed away. Many of you may remember that Marge was the first executive director for the Foundation, and it was during her tenure, this newsletter originated. We offer our sincere condolences to her family. Margaret will always be remembered with fondness and aloha.

McKinley High School Foundation
1039 South King Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814

Address Service Requested

Do we have your correct information?
Please help us update our data by sending us the correct information. You can either call the Foundation at 536-3832 or write us at:
McKinley High School Foundation
1039 South King Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814